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residents have complained to the state’s Public Utilities Commission after their utility bills went up on Christmas day and then
again on New Year’s Day. According to the Richmond-Times Dispatch, Southern California Edison crews were working on
Christmas day to do repairs to a power line when it was hit by an uninvited visitor – a sassy pigeon. The bird got into a fight
with the utility company workers and got stung. The bird got stung again, this time more seriously, and the injuries required
medical attention. The injured pigeon was taken to a wildlife hospital in Santa Cruz, where it was released. The workers were
cleaning a downed power line on Yorba Lane, which is near Crestview Avenue and Interstate 580, when the encounter
happened, the paper reported. The city of Richmond usually treats bird problems by having people call the Department of
Environmental Health to take care of them. But the department is closed on Christmas. Power workers were unable to
determine how the bird came down the power line. "It was like a movie -- the bird just came out of nowhere," an Edison
employee told the newspaper.With our new content, stories, and product updates, the admin in us can't stop. Here's a few things
we can't help but get excited about: We're officially launching Kalidi this morning. This new suite of software is a natural
evolution of our current product portfolio, and is designed to help larger, enterprise companies with high-scale workflows as
well as small, fast-growing companies who want their data center to help them scale and grow. Kalidi is a cloud-based data
platform that allows for much faster processing and decision-making. We've significantly reduced data storage timeframes, so
you can now process terabytes of data in seconds instead of hours. We also provide a simple, self-service data dashboards for all
Kalidi users, so you can
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